Future-Proofing Digital Transformation:
ROCKWOOL Group Consolidates Global E-Commerce
Business

“By making it possible for us to deploy a modern
B2B e-commerce platform, Informatica is giving us
more digital sales, helping to increase overall sales
by 23 percent.”
Ery Sembiring
Manager, Digital Integration, ROCKWOOL Group

Goals

Solution

Results

Digitize processes and integrate disparate systems
to drive global digital transformation while simplifying
data access and change management

Integrate systems across offices and manufacturing
facilities in 39 countries using Informatica Intelligent
Cloud Services iPaaS solution

Helps accelerate and manage digital transformation
by improving data flows and information consistency
throughout the company

Modernize B2B e-commerce by moving away from a
rigid, on-premises, ERP-centric architecture to loosely
coupled systems and cloud solutions

Connect all e-commerce data sources and
touchpoints, including CRM, PIM, ERP, and CPQ
systems, using Informatica Cloud Data Integration

Increases overall sales by 23 percent with new digital
capabilities for B2B e-commerce while improving
flexibility and reducing costs

Build a “future factory” leveraging real-time
customer and product data for warehouse automation
and AI initiatives to increase efficiency and improve
customer service

Use Informatica Cloud Application Integration to
integrate data from production lines with factory
and warehouse systems in real time

Provides a foundation for real-time data needed for
automated guided vehicles and warehouse robotics
to optimize stock picking and fulfillment

Business Requirements:

Informatica Success Story: ROCKWOOL
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If you can hear your conversation in a crowded hotel or a boardroom in a busy office, you can likely thank
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wool insulation. Admiring a modern yet organic-looking building façade? It’s probably made of Rockpanel
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 upport decision making through
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up to 20 percent.

the ROCKWOOL Group (ROCKWOOL) for its Rockfon acoustic ceilings and walls. Looking to insulate a
building or room in a fire-safe, compliant manner? ROCKWOOL offers its namesake fire-resistant stone
board material, another popular ROCKWOOL brand. The company even offers innovative solutions for the
horticultural industry, replacing soil with water-retaining stone wool substrate to reduce water requirements

With offices and manufacturing facilities in 39 countries, ROCKWOOL is a truly global business, addressing
universal challenges such as energy consumption, noise pollution, and water scarcity. As the manufacturing
industry undergoes digital transformation, ROCKWOOL is demonstrating its leadership by digitizing business
processes and integrating disparate systems worldwide. As ROCKWOOL transitions into a digital business,
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Streamlining business and manufacturing integrations
ROCKWOOL set out to solve its hybrid data management challenges by integrating its “spaghetti
architecture” from 39 countries and 45 manufacturing facilities using Informatica Intelligent Cloud Services
(IICS), an integration Platform as a Service (iPaaS) solution.
“We scoured the market for the best data integration tool, considered analyst reviews, and benchmarked
product capabilities against our needs,” says Sembiring. “Informatica Intelligent Cloud Services received the
highest ratings for iPaaS.”

IICS includes Informatica Cloud Data Integration and Cloud Integration Hub, making it easy for ROCKWOOL
to integrate and distribute data to departments, employees, and logistics partners via a publish-andsubscribe model. To connect directly to business-critical applications such as Microsoft Dynamics CRM,
SAP, and Workday, it uses pre-built Informatica Cloud Connectors.
“We put Informatica iPaaS in the middle of all our systems so that everything is connected in a much more
elegant way,” says Sembiring. “It’s easy to maintain because we can easily control the integrations, see what
data is used, and minimize duplicity.”

Increasing sales by 23 percent with new digital capabilities
“Our partnership with Informatica is very

ROCKWOOL uses Informatica Cloud Data Integration to connect all of its information systems that support
e-commerce, including CRM, ERP, product information management (PIM), and configure/price/quote

good. It just works. The technology is

(CPQ) systems. With seamless integration among systems, ROCKWOOL was able to successfully relaunch

good and always up to date. And I love the

its e-commerce platform using a cloud-based service that includes modern capabilities such as track and

support we get as a customer.”
Ery Sembiring,
Manager, Digital Integration
ROCKWOOL Group

trace (T&T). When fully rolled out, the platform will consolidate ROCKWOOL’s existing websites and annual
visits across all product lines and 39 countries.
ROCKWOOL also used IICS to integrate its e-commerce platform with transportation and logistics providers,
giving the company insights into delivery times and potential delays that were not previously possible.
“By making it possible for us to deploy a modern B2B e-commerce platform, Informatica is giving us more
digital sales, helping to increase overall sales by 23 percent,” says Sembiring. “We have much more flexibility
to serve our customers digitally, which also reduces costs associated with manual sales and processing.”

Building an AI-powered “future factory”
ROCKWOOL is also revolutionizing its manufacturing and warehouse facilities, using Informatica Cloud
Application Integration to instantly integrate data from production lines with factory and warehouse
systems. With product and location data available in real time, the company will be able to use automated
guided vehicles and warehouse robotics to optimize stock picking and fulfillment, deliver faster, and
minimize errors.
By improving data flows and information consistency throughout the company, ROCKWOOL can accelerate and successfully manage digital transformation, helping it compete in a fast-paced B2B marketplace.
Meanwhile, the company is working with Informatica to find new ways to put data to work for the construction industry.

“Our partnership with Informatica is very good,” says Sembiring. “It just works. The technology is good and
always up to date. And I love is the support we get as a customer. With some other vendors, there is no
partnership after we buy. With Informatica, they are helping us, always.”

Inside The Solution:
• Informatica Intelligent Cloud Services
• Informatica Cloud Application Integration
• Informatica Cloud Data Integration
• Informatica Cloud Integration Hub

Digital transformation is changing our world. As the leader in enterprise cloud data management, we’re prepared to help you
intelligently lead the way. To provide you with the foresight to become more agile, realize new growth opportunities or even invent
new things. We invite you to explore all that Informatica has to offer—and unleash the power of data to drive your next intelligent
disruption. Not just once, but again and again.
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